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This invention relates to power holding compacts and 
the like. ‘ V I 

Because of the highly competitive nature of the com 
pact case art, a simple and economically constructed, 
positive and readily operable catch structure has been an 
important factor therein. Numerous catch structures have 
been developed over the years for use in such compact 
cases; however, heretofore, none has completely satis 
factorily combined the above discussed desirable features. 
Another problem encountered in the compact art for 

which no completely satisfactory answer has heretofore 
been found, is the provision of means for removing a 
spent pressed powder cup from a re?llable compact. This 
problem is particularly vexatious tothe user as removal 
of the spent powder cup in the known compacts often 
results in powder being spilled onto the person or over 
the surrounding area. 
The principal feature of the instant invention is the 

provision of new and improved compact means resolv 
ing the above indicated problems. 

Another feature of the invention is the provision of 
compact means having new and improved latch means. 
A further feature of the invention is the provision of 
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new and improved compact means arranged for removal 7 
of a replaceable powder cup therefrom. 

Still another feature of the invention‘ is the provision 
of such compact means havingimproved means for indi 
cating desirable information. 
A still further feature of the invention is the provision 

of a compact means having new and improved latch 
means and powder cup removing means co-ordinated to 
preclude inadvertent removal of the powder cup. 

Other features and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent from the following description taken in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawingwherein: 

FIG. I is a perspective view of a compact embodying 
the invention; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged, fragmentary front elevation 
thereof in a closed arrangement; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary section taken approximately 
along the line 3—-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary view looking at the inside of 

the cover showing the catch means thereof; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary view looking at the inside 

of the shell showing the catch means thereof; 
FIG. 6 is a bottom view of the compact with a por 

tion of the shell broken away; 
FIG. 7 is a vertical diametric section, with the cover 

in the open position and a portion thereof shown in ele 
vation; 

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary view similar to that of FIG. 7 
illustrating the removal of the powder cup from the shell; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary view illustrating a modi?cation 

of the invention; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary view illustrating another 

modi?cation of the invention; 
FIG. 11 is an enlarged fragmentary bottom view of a 

compact means having a modi?ed form of powder cup 
removal means; 

FIG. 12 is a fragmentary vertical section thereof; 
FIG. 13 is a fragmentary view illustrating still another 

modi?cation of the invention; 
FIG. 14 is a fragmentary view similar to that of FIG. 

13, but with the powder cake in a partially removed dis 
position; 
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FIG. 15 is an enlarged fragmentary view illustrating 

yet another modi?cation of the invention; and ‘ 
FIG. 16 is a fragmentary view illustrating a still fur 

ther modi?cation of the invention. 
In the exemplary embodiment of the invention, as dis 

closed in FIGSJl through 8 of the drawings, a compact 
generally designated 10 is shown to comprise a cup-shaped 
shell 11 and a complementary cup-shaped cover 12 mov 
ably secured to the shell by a hinge means 13. Remov 
ably installed in shell 11 is a powder cup 14 holding a 
cake 15 of pressed powder for free accessibility when 
the cover is swung upwardly away from the shell. 
New and improved means are provided for releasably 

latching the cover to the shell. The latching means com 
prises a ?rst catch means 16 formed in a front portion 
17 of the peripheral, upstanding wall 18 of shell 11, and 
a second catch means 19 formed in a front portion 20 
of the peripheral depending wall 21 of cover 12. 

First catch means 16 is formed integrally with wall 
portion 17 and includes a ?rst or thumbpiece portion 22 
projecting upwardly and outwardly from wall portion 17, 
a midportion 23 extending from thumbpiece portion 22 
inwardly of cover wall portion 20, and a hooked end 
portion 24 extending outwardly from mid-portion 23. 
Second catch means 19 comprises an inwardly extending 
rib 25 de?ning an inwardly extending shoulder 26 facing 
away from shell 11 when cover 12 is closed on the shell. 
Rib 25 extends inwardly beyond the outermost portion 
of hook end 24 so that when the cover is closed on the 
shell, end 24 snaps outwardly over rib 25 to latch against 
shoulder 26. Associated with second catch means 19 is 
a guide 27 arranged to be engaged by the lateral edges 
22a of thumbpiece 22 to preclude undesired lateral move 
ment of wall portion 20 relative to wall portion 17 and, 
thus, maintain proper alignment of the cover and shell. 
More speci?cally, guide 27 comprises an inwardly bowed 
bridge 27a formed integrally in cover wall portion 20, 
the end portions 28 of which are spaced slightly greater 
than the lateral extent of thumbpiece 22. 
As used herein, the term “inwardly” is de?ned as in 

a direction toward the mid-portion of the space de?ned 
by the compact shell or cover, the term “outwardly” is 
de?ned as away therefrom, and the term “laterally”‘is 
de?ned as in the directions of lateral extent of the wall 
portions 17 and 20 (to the right or left as seen in FIG. 2). 
To release catch means 16 from engagement with shoul 

der 26 of catch means 19, thumbpiece portion 22 is urged 
inwardly, as by the user’s thumb. To facilitate this re 
leasing action and, at the same time, effectively preclude 
a tendency to cause lateral movement between the com 
pact shell and cover during the releasing operation, the 
catch means 16 and 19 are made to have a substantial 
lateral extent, preferably comparable to the width of a 
person’s thumb. Further, the thtunbpiece portion 22 ex 
tends substantially above the shell wall 18 providing an 
improved resilient yieldability to permit the desired dis 
engagement of the catch means. 
As alluded to brie?y above, powder cake 15 is provided 

in a cup 14 permitting ready removal and replacement 
thereofin compact 10 as desired. Such replacement may 
be effected to re?ll the compact when the powder cake 
thereof has been spent; or alternatively, a plurality of dif 
ferent powder cakes having different shades or textures 
may be utilized, one at a time, in a single compact as de 
sired by the user. More speci?cally, powder cup 14 com 
prises a cup-shaped member in which powder cake 15 is 
permanently retained. The powder cup 14 is slightly 
smaller than shell 11 to permit the cup to be received and 
?xedly retained therein. To facilitate the removal of the 

70 powder cup 14 from shell 11 when desired, the bottom wall 
29 of the shell is provided with an opening 29a which is 
preferably suf?ciently large to permit a person’s ?nger 
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to extend therethrough, as seen in FIG. 8. The portion 
30 of the bottom wall 31 of powder cup 14, which is ac 
cessible through opening 29a, herein comprises a boss 
complementary to opening 290 and projecting downward 
ly from bottom 31 of the powder cup through the open 
ing. As shown in FIG. 3, boss 30 may terminate flush 
with the outside surface of the shell bottom wall 29; 
it should be understood, however, that the invention com 
prehends such cup structures wherein the boss terminates 
other than flush with said bottom. . 
Means for indicating desirable information, such as 

the brand and shade of powder in cup 14, is provided 
in the form of an indicia element or label 32 secured to 
the outer surface of boss portion 30 of the cup member. 
The indicia element is legible at all times, eliminating the 
necessity of opening the compact in order to obtain in 
formation as to the type of powder cake installed therein. 

‘As the user’s ?nger may engage a substantial area of 
the powder cup, a relatively high frictional retaining 
force may be employed to secure the cup in shell 11. 
Thus, inadvertent removal of the cup from the shell, such 
as occurs in the known re?llable compact devices, is ef 
fectively precluded. In addition, the catch means 16 as 
sists in the retention of the powder cup in shell 11. As 
best seen in FIGS. 3, 7 and 8, mid-portion 23 of catch 
16 extends inwardly to overlie the forward portion of 
the powder cup and prevents a separation of the cup from 
the shell by movement upwardly away from shell bot 
tom wall 29. 

FIG. 9 illustrates a modi?ed form of compact 110 in 
which the side wall of boss portion 130 of the bottom of 
powder pan 114 is provided with a step 135 which seats 
on a peripheral portion 136 of the bottom 129 of shell 
111, surrounding opening 129a. This interengagement 
limits the amount by which the center portion of powder 
pan 114 may be inserted into shell 111, properly position 
ing the pan in the shell. FIG. 10 illustrates another modi 
?ed form of compact 210 in which a shell 211 is pro 
vided with an upwardly extending ?ange 237 surround 
ing an opening 229a and engaging the bottom wall 231 
of the powder pan for properly positioning the pan in 
the shell. 

In FIGS. 11 and 12, still another modi?ed form of c0n1< 
pact 316i is shown to be provided with a small elongated 
opening 329a in the bottom 329 of the shell 311 there 
of. Opening 329a is juxtaposed to the periphery of bot 
tom wall 329 adjacent hinge 313. As best seen in FIG. 
11, opening 32% comprises a circular mid-portion 32% 
and laterally extending elongated portions 3290. Mid 
portion 32% is adapted to permit the passing of a cy 
lindrical element 340 (FIG. 12), such as a pinhead, there 
through for engaging the bottom wall 331 of the powder 
cup to urge the powder cup upwardly from the shell 311 
when desired. Aligned elongated portions 3290 are ar 
ranged to permit the insertion of a blade element (not 
shown), such as a nail ?le or the like, therethrough to 
effect a similar removal of the powder cup. 

In FIGS. 13 and 14, another modi?ed form of compact 
410 is shown to be provided with an imperforate shell 
bottom wall 429 which is bowed outwardly. A pad 441 
is secured to bottom wall 429 to extend upwardly there 
from into engagement with the bottom wall 431 of the 
powder cup. To effect a removal of the powder cup 
from shell 411, shell bottom wall 429 is pressed inwardly, 
as by the user’s thumb, to the position of FIG. 14. 
FIG. 15 illustrates another modi?cation of the inven 

tion in which an imperforate bottom wall 529 of a com 
pact 510 is provided with an upstanding annular deforma 
tion 542 disposed concentrically of the depending boss 
portion 530 of the cup membe . Deformation 542 pro 
vides ‘for increased ease of movement of the mid-portion 
543 of the bottom wall 529, facilitating the removal of 
the powder cup from the shell by the upward urging there 
of by the user’s thumb. 

In FIG. 16, an imperforate bottom wall 629 of a com 
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4 
pact 610 is provided with a central upstanding deforma 
tion 644. Bottom wall 629 is bowed similarly to bottom 
wall 429 of compact 410 and deformation 644 functions 
similarly to pad 441 in effecting the desired movement of 
the powder cup from the shell when the bottom wall is 
pressed inwardly. , 

The disclosed compact means provide improved func~ 
tioning relative-to the latching of the cover to the shell 
and relative to ‘the replaceability of the powder cakes 
therein. The cover is positively latched closed merely by 
swinging it on hinge 13 to the position of FIG. 3 wherein 
shell catch end 24 is automatically snapped into retain~ 
ing engagement Withcover .catch shoulder 26. To open 
the compact, the user merely presses button portion 22 
which, by virutre of its substantial lateral extent, readily 
eifects a separation of the catch end 24 from shoulder 
26, permitting the cover‘ to be swung upwardly for access 
to the powder cake 15. An automatic guiding action is 
effected by the catch means precluding lateral movement 
thereof during the opening and closing operations and 
when the compact is closed, preventing twisting or de 
formation of binge 13. 

i‘ The replacement of powder cakes 15 in the compacts 
10, 110 and 210 is effected quickly and cleanly by the in 
sertion of the user’s ?nger through the large opening in the 
shell bottom wall to overcome the frictional retention of 
the powder cup in the shell and move it upwardly there 
from, as seen in FIG. 8. In compact 310, the removal of 
the powder cup is effected by readily available means such 
as a pin or nail ?le. In compacts 410, 510 and 610, ?ex 
ing of an imperforate bottom wall of the shell elfects the 
desired removal of the powder cup. The replacement 
powder cake is installed in each of the disclosed com 
pacts merely by insertion thereof into the shell whereupon 
the replacement powder cake is retained positively in the 
compact until desired removal thereof is effected by the 
user. 

While I have shown and described certain embodiments 
of my invention, it is to be understood that it is capable 
of many modi?cations. Changes, therefore, in the con 
struction and arrangement thereof may be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as 
de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 

peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, a cover provided with a peripheral, de 
pending wall aligned and substantially congruent with 
said shell Wall and having a portion de?ning a second, 
complementary. catch means, one of said catch means 
comprising an inwardly extending rib, and the other of 
said catch means projecting to inwardly of said rib and 
having a hooked end snapping outwardly over said rib 
when the cover is closed on said shell, and means asso 
ciated with said one of said catch means to de?ne side 
guides extending from the end of the wall provided with 
said one catch means and engageable by the other catch 
means to guide said other catch means to the locking posi 
tion and preclude undesired movement of the other catch 
means in the directions of lateral extent of said wall por 
tions. 

2. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, and a cover provided with a peripheral, 
depending Wall aligned and substantially congruent with 
said shell wall and having a portion de?ning a second, 
complementary catch means, one of said catch means 
comprising a ?at shoulder facing away from the upper 
end of the shell wall when the cover is closed on the shell, 
and the other of said catch means projecting to inwardly 
of said shoulder and having a hooked end snapping out 
wardly over said shoulder when the cover is closed on 
said shell. . 

3. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, and a cover provided with a peripheral, 
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depending wall aligned and substantially congruent with 
said shell wall and having a portion de?ning a second, 
complementary catch means, one of said catch means 
comprising a ?at shoulder facing away from the upper 
end of the shell wall when the cover is closed on the 
shell, and the other of said catch means having a ?rst 
portion extending outwardly from the wall, a thumbpiece 
extending upwardly from the ?rst portion, a mid-portion 
extending from said thumbpiece inwardly of said shoulder, 
and a hooked end portion extending outwardly from said 
mid-portion and snapping over said shoulder when the 
cover is closed on said shell. 

4. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, a cover provided with a peripheral, de 
pending wall aligned and substantially congruent with said 
shell wall and having a portion de?ning a second, comple 
mentary catch means, one of said catch means comprising 
a shoulder, the other of said catch means comprising a 
projection extending inwardly of said one catch means and 
having a hooked end snapping outwardly over said shoul 
der when the cover is closed on said shell, and a guide 
adjacent said one of said catch means comprising an in 
wardly bowed bridge having ends engageable by the oppo 
site sides of the other catch means to preclude undesired 
movement of the other catch means in the directions of 
lateral extent of said wall Portions. 

5. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, and a cover provided with a peripheral, 
depending wall aligned and substantially congruent with 
said shell wall and having a portion de?ning a second, 
complementary catch means, one of said catch means 
comprising an inwardly extending rib, and the other of 
said catch means comprising a projection having a resili 
ent yieldability greater than that of the wall on which it 
is provided extending to inwardly of said rib and having 
a hooked end slidable against said rib to snap outwardly 
over said rib when the cover is closed on said shell, said 
other of said catch means further including means for 
manually moving said hooked end inwardly of said shoul 
der when desired to permit disengagement of said catch 
means. 

6. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, a cover provided with a peripheral, de 
pending wall aligned and substantially congruent with said 
shell wall and having a portion de?ning a second, comple 
mentary catch means, one of said catch means comprising 
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an inwardly extending shoulder, and the other of said 
catch means projecting to inwardly of said shoulder and 
having a hooked end snapping outwardly over said shoul 
der when the cover is closed on said shell, and a thumb 
piece formed integrally with said other of said catch 
means for moving the same inwardly of the shoulder 
when desired, each of said shoulder, hooked end and 
thumbpiece having a lateral extent substantially equal to 
the width of a person’s thumb. 

7. Compact means comprising a shell provided with a 
peripheral, upstanding wall having a portion de?ning a 
?rst catch means, a cover provided with a peripheral, de 
pending wall aligned with said shell wall and having a 
portion de?ning a second, complementary catch means, 
one of said catch means comprising an inwardly extend 
ing rib, and the other of said catch means projecting to 
beyond the end of the wall on which it is carried and to 
inwardly of said rib and having a hooked end snapping 
outwardly over said rib when the cover is closed on said 
shell, means associated with said one of said catch means 
to de?ne side guides engageable by the other catch means 
to preclude undesired movement of the other catch means 
in the directions of lateral extent of said wall portions, 
said shell having an opening; a powder pan removably re 
tained in the shell and having a portion projecting into 
said opening movable through said opening by a person’s 
?nger to remove the pan from said shell. 

8. Compact means comprising: a cup-shaped shell hav 
ing an opening in the bottom thereof sut‘?ciently large to 
permit a person’s ?nger to extend thereinto, said shell 
being provided with an upwardly extending ?ange sur 
rounding said opening; and a powder pan removably re 
tained in said shell and having a bottom juxtaposed to 
the shell bottom and including a portion complementary 
to and projecting through said opening, said portion being 
movable through said opening by the person’s ?nger to 
remove the pan from said shell, said shell and pan having 
interengaging surfaces which limit the depth of insertion 
of said pan bottom projecting portion into said opening. 
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